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Abstract
Data mining is process of analyzing information repositories. As data store took shape of big data, it is difficult to find relevant patterns
with current techniques. Existing framework don’t suit integration and analysis of complex scenario. This insufficiency motivates to propose new solutions. The major problem with big data integration and analysis is due to complex interdependence between the changing
data granularity, incompatible data models, and data contents. Hence integration and classification model based on probabilistic semantic
relation (PSR) of attribute pattern for big data source is proposed. It learns interrelationships and interdependence pattern among data
class and data source. This knowledge is utilized to classify probabilistic relation prediction among the pattern and source data which
helps in data classification and future analysis. The model implements Data integration and mapping, Construction of knowledge base,
and Naive based (NB) PSR approach. An experiment is done over real crime dataset. Measures like Precision, Recall, Fall-out rate and Fmeasure are calculated to evaluate results. Experiment shows average of 10% increase in precision and recalls as compared to NB classification and an average of 7% improvisation in F-measure. This improvisation suggest that proposed model can be applied to future data
class prediction for various prediction task.
Keywords: Big Data; Integration; Probabilistic Relation Prediction; Semantic Classification.

1. Introduction
This Big data is ubiquitous and being utilized in many areas,
which includes computer vision, machine learning, and financial
analysis etc. Social network is one of the main sources among
these to facilitate individuals to interact with web. It als
o helps and promotes community creation, sharing ideas, opinions,
and contents. Social networks had revolved out to be the medium
of numerous applications such as targeted advertising and referral
service, collaboration filtering, Behaviour modelling, forecasting,
analysis and identification of aggressive behaviour, cultural trend
monitoring, epidemic research, and reading and tracking crowd
moods, even the revelation of terrorist networks activities and
political deliberations [1-2].
The existing big data frameworks are concerned about very large
and complex database collection of the Facebook; Twitter, and
LinkedIn. Monthly, almost 1 billion users provide tweets and links
throughout the world [3-4]. This large data set information must
be collected, stored, transmitted, retrieved, shared, analysed and
processed in an efficient manner. Collecting and integrating immense amounts of data [5] to extract information and knowledge
is not possible using traditional methods [6] and tools [7]. Information exchange system and a unified interface [8] to multiple
sources is required with the capability to distribute information in
multiple systems [9]. Currently, data integration schemes [10] are
inherently a natural addition to existing database systems, where
uncertainty are specified in a structured format and the data is
represented in one of the existing data models, such as relational
or Extensible Markup Language (XML). The data integration

system also has accurate information regarding the mapping data
source to the arbitration schema through appropriate data integration systems [10].
Often the information collected is not formatted or ready for analysis. Hence it is essential to keep track of the progress of an incident whenever it occurs. In general, there are strict time limits on
the demands of tracking events. In particular, the incident is an
adversity or an emergency. Hence it is essential to identify the
incident and time information quickly to manage the progress of
an accident, including avoiding disasters or improving results [1113]. In case of emergencies, enough data about the emergency
should be gathered as soon as realizable and then analyze the information to sustain the decision. Historically similar incidents
can be used to predict and guide the occurrence of current incidents. Unprocessed data with raw format cannot be used to analyze effectively. Rather, it needs an information extraction process
that extracts the necessary information from the underlying source
and presents it in a structured format suitable for analysis.
Big data-oriented information is necessary to combine both structured and unstructured data for analysis. Structured data with specific qualities and values [8] can be used directly in the information analysis and it is based on calculations for quantitative
analysis [14]. Extracting unstructured data from text and change it
to structured data is through with mostly using natural language
processing techniques. Structured data shall contain clear attributes and values, while unstructured data should be organized,
extracted and transformed into structured data for information
analysis.
Present effort is to integrate heterogeneous data from different
data sources and classify it based on probabilistic semantic rela-
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tionships (PSR) analysis. It can predict and guide the occurrence
of current incidents.
Probabilistic Semantic Relation for Integration and Classification
over Big Data is proposed for data integration and classification.
The data integration systems will extend the architecture of existing data integration systems of Hadoop Framework to build the
required modules and data schema. The classification method
extends a Naive based probabilistic approach utilizing trained
dataset patterns, which allows annotating the anonymous data
automatically for data sources. The model implements three methods to meet the objective, (1) Data integration and mapping, (2)
Construction of knowledge base, and (3) Naive based probabilistic
semantic relation (NB-PSR) approach.
The background study with respect to big data integration and
semantic relation is discussed in Section II, Section-III explains
the proposed integration and classification model, Section-IV
investigates the experiment evaluation and Section-V presents the
conclusion of the paper.

2. Background study
Data management and analysis of big data experienced some
problems. It was specifically in managing the traditional form of
relational databases for the multi-source and heterogeneous information. The reason was the large and scalable source relational
schema which is complex and dynamic. Resources may progress
with time and on their relationships. It is impossible to change the
schema of the database frequently because of relations between
the databases and the application is based on schema. Relational
databases are somewhat appropriate for maintaining reliability and
integrity throughout frequent data alterations. But it may not suitable for information analysis that believes more relationships involving different entities than data preservation.
J Chen et al. [22] presents the reviews on “Big data challenge: a
data management perspective” in particular to big data diversity,
reduction, integration and cleaning, indexing and query, and finally big data analysis and mining. It mainly focuses on the challenge
of the traditional machine learning and statistics algorithms on big
data. But, it shows a limitation to present the corresponding approaches and mechanism comparison in related to data integration
and indexing in big data.
In order to manage data for information analysis, one promising
approach is to use hierarchical models (such as tree models) and
network models to construct multi-source and heterogeneous information. Hierarchical models and network models can characterize complex relationships between entities. However, the meaning
of a fragment composed of entities and relationships is required
for domain-specific applications. It is needed to study a new data
model or information organization model for managing and analyzing large amounts of data.
M.Wang et al. [5] proposed a similarity join techniques for big
data integration and an estimate-based algorithm for load balance.
A combines multiple filter algorithms and uses MapReduce to
process similarity join tasks in parallel enhance the efficiency of
the Integration. A combines multiple filter algorithms and uses
MapReduce to process similarity join tasks in parallel enhance the
efficiency of the Integration. But it not explore the other similarity
functions and conditions which can provide to the lower threshold
and large documents for the MapReduce framework.
Some of the semantic data models [3] for heterogeneous data
sources and the characteristics of the times are being proposed to
meet the big data. X. L. Dong et al. [6] presents the challenges of
big data integration such as schema mapping, record linkage and
data fusion. It describes the challenges using examples and techniques for data integration for addressing the new challenges
raised by big data. It clearly states the problems to integrate the
existing data and systems, but it does not make clear any real time
based data source analysis and integration of big data.
Analyzing information based on semantically organized information or patterns can facilitate in finding important information
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for decision making [15]. Here author presents an experiment
based on semantic similarity measure to address the problem of
the decision support systems dealing with text documents. It utilized a Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) approach to correlated the
corpus of the document. The experimental result shows the best
performance to the document having well defined structured and
related document. But this system not evaluated for any big document collection. A need of search engines or any text based decision systems keeps this approach open for further exploring.
Initially it is imperative to explain the difficulties caused by the
restrictions of storage and computing in order to utilize large
amount of data. Because one issue is that big data is scalable and
on the other side, the information required for the analysis must
respond quickly. Fortunately, cloud computing technology enables
to process analysis and evaluation [16] vast amounts of information to discover knowledge and intelligence [17].
In order to use large data, this work is concerned in events or
knowledge [29] implicit in big data rather than huge data details.
An Incident is a semantic unit to understand contexts that include
elements that formulate events such as when, where, who, why,
how and what and hidden knowledge in large data. It can guide to
the most important value in the characteristics of big data [18].
Every day and every moment, one or more events occur in the
world which will remain in the history and memory of the human
form. Many events are closely related to our daily living and work,
and some of the major events make immense impact on us in the
future prospect.
The semantic of the event is strongly related to the language as it
is one of the most significant ways to correspond to the meaning.
So the event semantic has become a branch of the assumption of
semantic. The origin of its proposal is that Davidson verbs special
'' hidden '' place for the argument [19, 20]. This suggestion has
proved very productive in the natural language with an extensive
variety of significances. Also, the message expressed by the language difference is extracted automatically. Events and expression
of semantics of such events are carried by the processing of natural language understanding [21].
The event plays a significant responsibility in data analysis [13].
In order to understand the situation and make appropriate decisions, it is essential to clarify the progression of events [22] and
organize relevant information resources according to the temporal
order of events. During the incident, the people involved will do
something somewhere. Many events have formed part of history
together. Therefore, the information analyst urgently needs information resources composed of other events organized. IncidentBased Information Organizations are naturally sequential clues to
categorizing information in the circumstance of incidents. However, incidents do not have a uniform definition. For example, in a
language study, an event can be a verb or a noun. In industrial
control, an incident can be a transform of the state. Though the
definition of an event is different, every event is inseparably related to two indispensable elements or attributes, time and place. It is
ubiquitous to have an inquiry and study of the temporal and geographic information of incidents. Time is also an integral part of
every information space.
Incidents are similar to the semantic association of information
resources [23], and there have a different category in different
intelligent applications. Incident and time information is often
used for information retrieval and question answering. Large-scale
data of online human interaction has been challenging to study
interdisciplinary theories that describe the intrinsic co-operation
that is multidimensional [24].
The proposed model is based on event-based dataset analysis,
discussed in detail in the next section. It also leverage to extend
the existing machine learning and data mining techniques [21] to
facilitate rich analysis of integrated data sets.
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3. Proposed integrated and classification model
The proposed model consists of two phase of functionality as,
Integration of big data sources to structured data, and classification of data for analysis as shown in Fig.1. In the first phase, it
performs the integration of big data sources to structured data
through implementing the pre-processing mechanism for different
data source which will be used for learning and analysis. The classification and prediction of structured data are performed for analysis in the second phase.
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processing steps are executed over data through the data clean-up
routine.
This work includes data from multiple sources in form of data
files. Even though the attributes presented in the file might be
same but the values it stores cause inconsistent and redundancy. It
replaces all missing category attribute values by the same constant
value as “None”.
3.1.3. Data transformation
The data transformation process transforms or consolidates the
data into appropriate forms. A smoothing process is applied to
specify transformations to correct data inconsistencies. For example, a crime category "Vehicle Theft" in one data file is "Vehicle
Thft" and in another it may be "Veh. Theft" or "Vh. Theft ". These
data field is converted to a unique value to avoid the redundancy
of categorization. It also applied for the various unstructured crime
posts description, as for the same crime category different descriptions are posted.
3.1.4. Data integration

Fig. 1: Integration and Classification Model.

The model is evaluated over big datasets published by SFPD[28].
The dataset is captured through a Crime Incident Reporting System over the different location. It predicts the incidents based on
the activist information, which will be important for the monitoring and analysis of incidents. To facilitate this prediction analysis
over the datasets, a probabilistic semantic relation interpretation is
performed among the captured incident description to predict the
category of incident. In the following section, the methodology of
Data integration and mapping, Construction of the knowledge
base and Naive based probabilistic semantic relation (NB-PSR)
approach are discussed in detail.

3.1. Data integration and mapping
The big data is a source of uncertain data recorded from different
stream and media. The recorded data may have much uninterested
data which need to filter and cleaned before performing the analysis. Data integration mechanism performs "data extraction" and
"data cleaning" methods to construct the structured data. Mostly,
the information collected is not in ready for analysis. It will be
likely to be incomplete, noisy, and unpredictable. Data cleaning or
cleansing schedules effort to load in missing values and inconsistent information. Cleaning of data schedules tries to fill up
missing values, smooth out noise while categorizing outliers, data,
and accurate data predictability.
3.1.1. Data extraction
This method which typically integrates the different data source
into a required unified structure. It also updates or loads the regular data from the sources. The extraction of data generally performs using an application interface. The model uses Hadoop
Query Editor Interface to extract and load data to a designed database schema.
3.1.2. Data cleaning
The process of data cleaning fills the missing values for the attributes and removes the irrelevant tuples. It detects errors or duplicate tuples in the data and resolves them wherever is possible. The
resulted cleaned data will be effectively used for integration. Most
mining routines have procedures for handling incomplete or noisy
data, but these are not always powerful. As a result, useful pre-

In data integration, it merges the cleaned data commencing from
numerous sources into a consistent data accumulation. The data
sources incorporate in this model is the multiple CSV files. The
data are stored in an appropriately structured form for analysis. A
multiple crime data files are obtained from different location to
successfully integrate into a coherent data store in this work.
The SFPD Data [28] contains 13 years crime data information
year wise of different location. The integration method is applied
over this datasets to integrate this 13 years data to commence
proper analysis as depicted in Fig 2.

Fig. 2: Integration Model of Dataset.

3.1.5. Data mapping
A set of data category classes is built for correlation and classification. Each data record can be mapped to a predicted category
class. The described attributes are mapped to respective category
class through a training process through training process.

3.2. Construction of pattern knowledge base
The construction pattern knowledge base is performed over transformed data storage [25-26]. It utilized 40% of the historical data
to build the pattern knowledge base for each individual incident
category class, while the rest and latest data of incidents can be
classified for prediction using the pattern knowledge base. It is the
source of information analytics and decision making. The training
construction module performs an individual data training to construct a pattern which can be used for real-time streaming data.
The knowledge patterns are utilized to show the estimate the fascinating of resulting patterns.
This process is a supervised learning process [26] as the class
label of everyone training [20] tuples is provided. It uncovers
appealing data patterns unknown in large training data sets. For
each category, class label patterns represent a useful knowledge. It
performs a frequent item set mining to construct the associated
values in the trained dataset as described in Algorithm-1.
Algorithm-1: Construction of Knowledge Base
Input: Trained Datasets, T, and Crime Category, C.
Output: Pi → Knowledge Patterns.
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D → collection of trained data tuples from category c i
S → collection of split terms of d j
Ci → category value of each Crime Category from C.
Dj → each data tuple from D.
SK → each term value from S.
For i=0; each category ci in C; i++;
{
D ← read the tuple from T where category is ci
For j=0; each tuple dj in D; j++;
{
S = split (dj, delim);
For k=0; each term sk in S; k++;
{
Fcnt = 0;
If SK ϵ D then
fcnt++;
End if
If fcnt > 1 then
Pi [i] = {SK}
End if
}
}
}
Return Pi;
The constructed knowledge pattern, P i, will be the basis of prediction on the current incident, while the data of the concluding kind
are the indications of analysis on the present incident. For the
classification and prediction, a modified Naive Bayesian algorithm
[30] is suggested with the integration of semantic relation probability [24] among knowledge pattern[27] and the test data.

3.3. Naive based probabilistic semantic relation (NBPSR) approach
The process of classification usually generates lot of probability
uncertainty for class prediction. This model proposes a Naive
based probabilistic semantic relation (NB-PSR) approach for automating the incident prediction. It computes a probability association preference based semantic mappings that specify the relationship between the constructed knowledge base and the current
data.
Algorithm-2: NB-PSR Approach
Input: Z, P, C and Trained Datasets, T.
Output: dnc → predicted Category Class.
Z → Collection of current data.
P → Generated Knowledge Patterns.
C → Collection of Crime Category.
dn → each data record from Z.
pk → each category pattern from P.
ti → each term from the split data record dn.
For n=0; each current data dn ϵ Z; n++;
{
For k=0; each category pattern pk ϵ P; k++;
{
DT = split (dn, delim);
asso_cnt=0;
For i=0; each term ti ϵ DT; i++;
{
If ti ϵ pk then
asso_cnt++;
}
// -- category association count-d_cat_assoc[n] = asso_cnt;
}
//-- Get top 3 highest associated category from C -H [] = getTop (3, d_cat_assoc[ ], C);
//-- Probabilistic Semantic Relation -psr_tot=0;
For j=0; each assoc_category ai ϵ H []; j++;
{
DT = split (dn, delim);
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psr_val=0;
For i=0; each term ti ϵ DT; i++;
{
psr_val = Σ ti ϵ T;
psr_tot=psr_tot+psr_val;
}
psr_assoc_cat [j] = psr _tot;
}
dnc = getMax_PSR_assoc (psr_assoc_cat [ ], H[ ]);
}
From each probabilistic semantic relation calculated for the data
record of Z is used for different analysis purpose. The model performs an integration and classification analysis over the SFPD
crime information datasets as shown in Fig.3. to evaluate the proposal.
Input Source Data
Files
sfpd_incident_2003.csv
sfpd_incident_2004.csv
sfpd_incident_2005.csv
.
.
sfpd_incident_2015.csv

HADOOP HDFS
Input

Data Storage in
Unstructured

NB-PSR
classification

Data Integrated and
Structured through
Classified Category
Output

Category and
Description
Fig. 3: Input and Output Details of NB-PSR Classification.

4. Experimental evaluation
4.1. Data sources
Dataset is collected from SFPD openData[28] to evaluate the proposed model. The dataset is a collection of crime incidents from
the year 2003 to 2015 across 10 districts of San Francisco. The
collection provides a total of 15,86,225 crime incidents and 11
data fields for each incident. The work mainly focuses on two data
fields for classification, which provide the incidents category and
its description.
Category: It provides the incident category class identified. It has
36 crime categories which are being extracted from datasets.
Description: It provides the incident information narrative. A
sample of data is shown in Table-1.
Category
Vehicle Theft
Warrants
Other Offenses
Warrants
Secondary Codes
Assault
Assault
Suspicious Occ
Larceny/Theft
Drunkenness

Table 1: Category and Description
Description
Stolen Automobile
Enroute To Outside Jurisdiction
Traffic Violation Arrest
Warrant Arrest
Domestic Violence
Threats Against Life
Aggravated Assault With A Deadly Weapon
Investigative Detention
Grand Theft From Unlocked Auto
Under Influence Of Alcohol in a Public Place

4.2. Implementation and evaluation measures
Datasets are extracted and collected manually[28] for evaluation.
Data cleaning is carried out to remove data errors and noisy data.
The clean data is uploaded to a default schema of Hadoop Framework. A sfpd_db database schema is created to migrate the data
from default schema to the sfpd_db database. The migration of
data is performed through a SQL script.
A Java based program is implemented to process the data and
generate each category knowledge pattern. The knowledge patterns are stored in relation database schema. Testing is carried out
by the traditional Naive Bayesian (NB) and proposed NB-PSR
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classification method over a different range of data records. This
is used to measure the effectiveness of the proposal. The most
popular measures to evaluate the classifier efficiency are Precision,
Recall, Fall-out rate and F-measure. To evaluate the outcome
results of the dataset these measures are performed. The measures
computed based on the confusion matrix values are identified
during the process. The following observations as shown in Table
2 are considered for the calculation.
Table 2: Category and Descriptionn
True Positive (TP)
No. of data record correctly predicted.
True Negative (TN)
No. of data records Incorrectly predicted.
False Negative (FN)
No. of data records Not predicated.

Based on the observation following are computed,
Pr ecision = Tp / Tp + TN

Re call ( R ) = TP / TP + TN + FN

FallOut _ Rate = TN / TP + TN
F − Measure = 2  ( P  R ) /( P  R )

Fig. 5: Precision Rate Comparison between NB and NB-PSR.

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

The measured results are explained in the next section against a
different number of records.

4.3. Evaluation results
Fig. 6: Fall Rate Comparison between NB and NB-PSR.

Model performs the classification and prediction comparison of
unclassified datasets class utilizing the traditional NB and NBPSR to measure the improvisation. NB classification is mostly
being used in text classification and prediction tasks. The prediction comparisons of results for correct, incorrect and not predicted
are presented in Fig.4. It shows that NB-PSR has improvisation
over NB incorrect prediction.

Fig.6. and Fig.8. present the fall-out and F-measure rate. Fall-out
rate measures the proportion of incorrect prediction against the
overall data record predicted.

Fig. 7: Recall Rate Comparison between NB and NB-PSR
Fig. 4: Prediction Comparison between NB and NB-PSR.

Precision and recall rate are calculated to measure positivity and
sensitivity. Fig.5. and Fig.7. represent the precision and recall rate
comparison. The proposed NB-PSR shows an average of 10%
improvisation in precision rate and recall rate as compared to NB.
The improvisation is due to the enhancement in computation
through probabilistic semantic relation.

Fig. 8: F-Measure Comparison between NB and NB-PSR.

NB-PSR shows an average of 9% low fall-out rate in comparing to
NB. In the case of F-measure which combine precision and recall
to measure the harmonic means shows an improvisation in compared to NB classification.
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All the above result observation proves the effectiveness of data
integration and it applicability of the proposal for the feature analysis and decision-making tasks.

5. Conclusion
Usually a traditional data integration system is a scheme that interconnects a limited number of resources. It is built on a conventional design that is relatively stable and typically takes hours. To
overcome this problem, a new model is proposed. In this paper an
integrated and classification model is implemented for processing
and predicting the probability class over big data. The model explains the process of big data integration and probabilistic semantic relation classification. Utilizing a probabilistic analysis approach allows to perform prospective equivalent and allocate
probability values for decision making.
The traditional Naive Bayes (NB) method is enhanced with semantic relation prediction to improvise the integrated data prediction, which helps to predict and classify heterogeneous data. The
experiment is carried out with standard dataset SFPD [28]. The
measured metric observation shows an average of 10% increase in
precision in compare NB classification and average of 12% improvisation in F-measure. By looking at classification performance,
it is not surprising that the PSR produces better results than traditional Naive Bayes method. The proposed model can be applied to
future data prediction for various prediction tasks. It can be effective and useful for prediction heterogeneous big data .
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